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SECRET
Army Operational Research Group Report No.292
Comparison of British and American 
Areas in Normandy in terms of Fire 
Support and its Effects
1.  Casualties
The casualties sustained by assaulting troops on the whole of D-Day in the various areas are given below, reading 
from East to West.
Forces Employed British American
Areas SWORD JUNO GOLD OMAHA UTAH
Approx. no. of troops landed on D-Day 28,800 24,000 25,000 34,200 21,300
Approx. total casualties on D-Day 630 805 413 3,000 300
% casualties 2.2 3.4 1.7 8.8 1.4
For the British Areas the above ﬁgures are estimates of casualties sustained on the beaches alone. American ﬁgures 
appear to pertain to all casualties sustained, whether on the beaches or further inland, by units which landed on D-Day, 
but on OMAHA most of these casualties were sustained on the beaches.
2. Defensive Positions
2.1. The British beaches and UTAH beach were all backed by more or less ﬂat terrain. The main passive obstacles 
to movement from the beaches were mineﬁelds, and, in places, a seawall 6-10 foot high. Provided the seawall was 
breached and exits could be cleared through the beach mineﬁelds it was in most cases possible for motor transport 
(MT) and personnel to move off the beaches at any point.
The terrain in the OMAHA Area was of great natural strength. The beaches were backed in some places by sheer 
cliffs and in other places by steep ascents reaching to a height of upwards of 100 feet within a few hundred yards of 
Editor’s note: This is one of a series of reports prepared by the Army Operational Research Group (AORG) in the 
immediate aftermath of the war. Colonel Omond Solandt, MD (1909-1993), a Canadian medical researcher who worked 
on armoured vehicle design to enhance crew effectiveness, became the superintendent of AORG in 1944. Solandt and 
his large OR team were determined to prove the continuing value of OR by developing a “lessons learned” approach to 
operations. Ivor Evans, who compiled and analysed the data for this report, began his OR career in radar after graduating 
with a physics degree from University College Cardiff. His mathematical and scientiﬁc background made him an ideal 
choice for this attempt to establish numerical values for the D-Day assault. Evans was well aware that the casualty 
ﬁgures were estimates and the information on gun, mortar and machine gun positions was uncertain so this was very 
much a preliminary exercise which must be treated with caution.
© Canadian Military History, Volume 18, Number 2, Spring 2009, pp.67-80.
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the beach. There were few easy exits and all natural exits were blocked by ditches or walls. Tank traps and anti-tank 
ditches intervened between beaches and road exits.
2.2. On all areas guns and machine guns (MGs) were mounted mainly in strong concrete positions sited for enﬁlade 
ﬁre on the beaches, and with heavy protection against ﬁre from seaward.
 
Positions on OMAHA appear to have been of especial strength and complexity. “Most of the pillboxes and casemates 
were partially buried in the slope. Positions were connected by tunnels in the cliffs and communications were maintained 
by zinc speaking tubes running between stations.” - Allied Naval Commander Expeditionary Forces (ANCXF). 
3. Defending Weapons
Numbers of Weapons defending the assault beaches are given in the following table : -
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
Anti-tank guns (37-88 mm) 14 18 9 9 7
Mortars 0 6 1 5 7
Machine guns 65 85 18 33 14
Length of beach (yards) 9600 7500 7000 4500 2000
 
The ﬁgures for the areas GOLD, JUNO and SWORD, are taken from Combine Operations Headquarters (COHQ) 
Special Observer Party Report, for Areas UTAH and OMAHA from the Report by Allied Naval C.-in-C. Expeditionary 
Force on Operation ‘NEPTUNE’. These are the only sources available.
ANCXF’s Report gives also the following positions :-
  On OMAHA
   8 casemates occupied by 75 mm or better
   4 open ﬁeld positions 75 mm or better
  On UTAH
   9 casemates occupied by 75 mm or better
   2 open ﬁeld positions 75 mm or better.
For lack of any information to the contrary it is assumed that these positions were for Field Guns or Coast Guns and 
situated some way back from the beaches. On the British Areas Field Guns and Coast Guns appear to have been very 
effectively neutralised by pre D-day bombardment and had little effect on the beaches during the assault. It is assumed 
that this was also so for the American Areas, and these guns will not be considered further.
In addition to the weapons listed in the above table there were in the OMAHA Area 38 rocket pits, each containing four 
32 cm rockets, bearing on the beach.
Owing to the variations in length of each area, a better standard of comparison of beach defences may be the number 
of weapons per 1000 yards of beach.
 
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
Guns 1.46 2.4 1.3 2.0 3.5
Mortars 0 0.8 0.14 1.2 3.5
Machine guns 6.8 11.3 2.6 7.3 7.0
On this reckoning OMAHA appears to be signiﬁcantly more strongly defended than the strongest of the British Areas 
only in the numbers of machine guns per unit length of beach.
A US Army Air Force B-26 Maurader returns to England following a bombing mission 
on D-Day. Below can be seen the landings of 4th US Division at Utah Beach.
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This German 50 mm gun position was 
knocked out by Canadian troops on Juno 
Beach on D-Day. 
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Area GOLD JUNO SWORD
Pounds per square yard of 
equivilent 25-pounder
0.09 0.07 0.11
Unfortunately, information is more scanty for the American Areas. There does not appear to have been any SP Artillery 
ﬁre on UTAH. On OMAHA, SP Artillery ﬁre was planned on the same scale as for each of the three British Assaulting 
Divisions, but the evidence available indicates that little of it was put down. A greater volume of destroyer ﬁre was put 
down on the American Areas than on the British Areas. Records exist in the Report of ANCXF of the number of rounds 
ﬁred by supporting destroyers on D-Day. These weights, converted to equivalent weight of 25 pr. are :-
Force UTAH OMAHA
Wt. (tons) 240 224
Not all this weight went into beach drenching: some of it was ﬁred in close support of assault troops after these troops 
had landed, but the actual fraction of the total weight thus expended is not known.
A large fraction, probably most, of the beach drenching ﬁre was supplied by LCT(R). There were 9 of those craft in 
Force OMAHA and 5 in Force UTAH, capable of bringing down weights of ﬁre of 198 and 110 tons of equivalent 25-
pounder respectively.
If we assume the same degree of accuracy of rocket and gunﬁre on the American beaches as was obtained on the British 
beaches, and calculate the density of beach drenching ﬁre in the manner of Appendix IV to the FSSL Sub Committee’s 
Report on Fire Support Experience in Operation ‘OVERLORD’, the values obtained are:-
 
Area UTAH OMAHA
Density produced by rocket ﬁre
(pounds per square yard of equivilent 25-pounder)
.017 .038
Density produced by gunﬁre
(pounds per square yard of equivilent 25-pounder)
.038 .043
Total .055 .081
 
We may thus state tentatively that the density of naval beach drenching ﬁre on the American beaches lay between the 
following limits:-
 
Not less than Not greater than
UTAH .02 .06
OMAHA .04 .08
 
The lower limit is obtained on the assumption that of the naval ﬁre rocket ﬁre alone went into beach drenching. The 
upper limit on the assumption that all the gunﬁre, as well as the rocket ﬁre, went into the beach drenching. Except on 
UTAH beach, the drenching and aimed ﬁre on the beach defences was wholly due to the Naval forces, as the Air Force, 
bombing under adverse weather conditions, dropped their bombs too far inland. On UTAH the Air effort added 0.2 lbs./
sq. yd. to the density of the ﬁre. The bombs were all 250 lb GP fuzed nose instantaneous and have been considered 
equal in effect, weight for weight, to 25-pounder shell.
Estimates of the total weight of beach drenching ﬁre on all areas are given in the following table :- 
Force  UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
pounds per square yard of equivilent 25-pounder 0.22 - 0.26 0.04 - 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.11
An aspect of the defence peculiar to OMAHA was the use of rocket ﬁre. Although there was 20 x 4 rocket projectors 
trained on JUNO beaches from about 3,000 yards, inland, they were never ﬁred as during the pre-assault bombing the 
ﬁring cable was cut. Rockets appear to have been used with some effect on OMAHA as the following remarks show:-
“First wave of Bn landed H+50 minutes…Tellermine water obstacles, rocket ﬁre and heavy artillery inﬂicted heavy losses 
on landing craft.” – Journal of 3rd Battalion, 116 Infantry Regiment, 29th Division.
“I landed on OMAHA beach at H+3 (hours?), was hit about 1500 the same day and evacuated at 1800…The beach was 
under mortar ﬁre and some rocket and 88 ﬁre right up until the time I left.” – Lieutenant-Colonel Mahoney, Executive 
Ofﬁcer, 49th Anti-Aircraft Artillery Brigade.
4. Fire Preparation
Beach drenching ﬁre in the British Areas was laid by destroyers, LCG(L), SP 105 mm, Artillery and LCT(R) 5-in. Rockets. 
Most of the weight, converted to equivalent weight of 25-pounder was put down by SP Arty and Rockets, the actual 
ﬁgure being 36 percent of the total by SP Arty and 52 percent by Rockets.
The densities of beach drenching ﬁre have been worked out, for the three British Areas, the calculations being based 
on reports of rounds ﬁred in conjunction with counts of craters in sample areas from air photographs taken on D-Day 
and D+1. The values are:-
Gold Beach on D-Day. The seaside village of Mont Fleury has been hit by a 
concentration of pre-landing aerial bombardment.
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For comparison with the British Areas we can express the weapons identiﬁed in terms of “equivalent MGs.” It was found 
that the assault waves of infantry on the British beaches sustained on the average three times as many casualties 
from each 81 mm mortar used against them as from each MG, while the 50 mm mortar and the MG were about equally 
effective as casualty-producers. We therefore write
1 MG = 1 equivalent MG
1 81 mm mortar = 3 equivalent MG 
1 50 mm mortar = 1 equivalent MG
Since no rockets were used on British Areas, there is no means of knowing their MG equivalent. Casualties per equivalent 
MG on OMAHA, calculated below, represent therefore an upper limit, since some of the casualties were presumably 
caused by rockets, which have not been taken into account.
We then have the following table :-
The lower limit of density for OMAHA was without doubt exceeded in practice, since a good deal, perhaps most, of the 
destroyer ﬁre went into beach drenching. It seems reasonable to assume that the density there was somewhere in the 
vicinity of the value of the density on JUNO, i.e. the smallest.
 
All this is on the assumption that the accuracy of ﬁre on OMAHA was about the same as on the British beaches. There 
are reports from some observers saying that on OMAHA the rockets were seen to go over the cliffs or fall short leaving 
shore installations unharmed. Perhaps these should be accepted with reserve; there was similar derogatory and on the 
whole unjustiﬁed remarks made by assaulting infantry about the accuracy of rocket ﬁre on JUNO area.
5. Results of Beach Drenching Fire
In the British Areas the assaults were successful, though it is considered that complete neutralization was not achieved, 
nor was this to be expected in view of the actual density of the total ﬁre preparation. As a result of the drenching ﬁre 
10 to 20 percent of the enemy weapon positions were put out of action. A further 10 to 20 percent of weapons were 
not manned, but whether this was due to the shortage of personnel or to the moral effect of the bombardment, is not 
known. The remaining enemy weapons were not handled as effectively as might have been expected. This is partly 
attributed to the moral effect of the ﬁre support.
From the scanty information available, experience at UTAH seems to run closely parallel to experience on the British 
beaches. The assault went smoothly and casualties on the beaches were about the same magnitude as those on the 
GOLD beaches, where the lightest British casualties were sustained. The high degree of success at UTAH is attributed 
to the ﬁre support.
“Losses of men and material on UTAH beach were small during the initial landings primarily due to the overwhelming 
ﬁre power on the beach prior to landings.”  – Commander of Assault Force, UTAH Beach.
 
“At H minus 40 the battleships Nevada and Enterprise with supporting heavy and light cruisers and destroyers laid down 
a devastating barrage of ﬁre on beach strongpoints and enemy positions commanding the beach… Heavy Naval ﬁre 
continued to destroy enemy fortiﬁcations and pin down enemy on the beach until just before the landing by the assault 
troops.”  – 8th Infantry Regiment, 4th US Division.
Just as the Fire Support is credited with the success of the assault on UTAH, so also is it blamed to some extent for 
the hard battle at OMAHA.
“In general it is believed that the time available for pre-landing bombardment was not sufﬁcient… Something more 
than temporary neutralization is required when troops face beach mines, wire, anti-tank ditches and similar obstacles 
after landing.” – ANCXF.
“Air and Naval Support prior to H-hour was not effective.”  – 116th Infantry Regiment, 29th US Division. 
It is noteworthy that in the JUNO Area where most British casualties were sustained, there was a similar tendency 
among assaulting infantry to depreciate the effect of the drenching ﬁre; they expected to ﬁnd the defenders dead and 
not merely disorganised.
 
6. Relation of Defensive Weapons and Fire Support to Casualties
The only ﬁgures available for the American Areas are: -
  Number of weapons identiﬁed 
  Number of casualties sustained 
  Density of beach drenching ﬁre.
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are reports from some observers saying that on OMAHA the rockets were seen to go over the cliffs or fall short leaving 
shore installations unharmed. Perhaps these should be accepted with reserve; there was similar derogatory and on the 
whole unjustiﬁed remarks made by assaulting infantry about the accuracy of rocket ﬁre on JUNO area.
5. Results of Beach Drenching Fire
In the British Areas the assaults were successful, though it is considered that complete neutralization was not achieved, 
nor was this to be expected in view of the actual density of the total ﬁre preparation. As a result of the drenching ﬁre 
10 to 20 percent of the enemy weapon positions were put out of action. A further 10 to 20 percent of weapons were 
not manned, but whether this was due to the shortage of personnel or to the moral effect of the bombardment, is not 
known. The remaining enemy weapons were not handled as effectively as might have been expected. This is partly 
attributed to the moral effect of the ﬁre support.
From the scanty information available, experience at UTAH seems to run closely parallel to experience on the British 
beaches. The assault went smoothly and casualties on the beaches were about the same magnitude as those on the 
GOLD beaches, where the lightest British casualties were sustained. The high degree of success at UTAH is attributed 
to the ﬁre support.
“Losses of men and material on UTAH beach were small during the initial landings primarily due to the overwhelming 
ﬁre power on the beach prior to landings.”  – Commander of Assault Force, UTAH Beach.
 
“At H minus 40 the battleships Nevada and Enterprise with supporting heavy and light cruisers and destroyers laid down 
a devastating barrage of ﬁre on beach strongpoints and enemy positions commanding the beach… Heavy Naval ﬁre 
continued to destroy enemy fortiﬁcations and pin down enemy on the beach until just before the landing by the assault 
troops.”  – 8th Infantry Regiment, 4th US Division.
Just as the Fire Support is credited with the success of the assault on UTAH, so also is it blamed to some extent for 
the hard battle at OMAHA.
“In general it is believed that the time available for pre-landing bombardment was not sufﬁcient… Something more 
than temporary neutralization is required when troops face beach mines, wire, anti-tank ditches and similar obstacles 
after landing.” – ANCXF.
“Air and Naval Support prior to H-hour was not effective.”  – 116th Infantry Regiment, 29th US Division. 
It is noteworthy that in the JUNO Area where most British casualties were sustained, there was a similar tendency 
among assaulting infantry to depreciate the effect of the drenching ﬁre; they expected to ﬁnd the defenders dead and 
not merely disorganised.
 
6. Relation of Defensive Weapons and Fire Support to Casualties
The only ﬁgures available for the American Areas are: -
  Number of weapons identiﬁed 
  Number of casualties sustained 
  Density of beach drenching ﬁre.
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Obstacle clearance on UTAH and GOLD Assault Areas appears to have gone forward fairly smoothly. On JUNO Area, 
owing to postponement of H-Hour by 30 minutes, the tide was already well up among the beach obstacles when the 
demolition and removal parties landed and no effective clearance began until the tide began to recede. Despite this, 
landing craft threaded their way through the obstacles as best they could and deposited personnel and equipment on 
the beach. There were many casualties to craft on mined beach obstacles, but the assault, though undoubtedly delayed 
by the obstacles, was not prevented. There were casualties to personnel in mined craft, but the general experience 
appeared to be that while two or three men nearest the incident became casualties the others in the craft were uninjured, 
except for a few unfortunate cases where the craft foundered, and most of the occupants were drowned.
From the point of view of density, the obstacles on OMAHA must have had about the same delaying value as those 
on JUNO and if experience at OMAHA runs parallel to that at JUNO it is unlikely that mined obstacles alone would 
account for a large number of casualties, although delay in removing obstacles would cause landing craft casualties 
and hence congestion and confusion in the approaches to the beach. These conditions might be a contributing factor 
to the casualties caused if the beach was under heavy ﬁre.
“Due to enemy action, unloading of personnel and equipment on D-day was behind schedule. Beach obstacles were 
not removed as rapidly as anticipated and all beaches remained under mortar and artillery ﬁre throughout the day.” 
– G-4, 1st US Infantry Division.
The point is made in the paper “Fire Support in the American Assault Area,” (FSSL Sub-Committee C.R. 3187/44), that 
the time on OMAHA beach between ﬁrst landings and the water reaching the ﬁrst row of obstacles was not adequate 
to allow of sufﬁcient obstacles clearance for a successful assault.
Investigation of chart-maps of OMAHA beaches shows that low tide on the morning of June 6th was at 0530 hours, an 
hour before the assault started. During the hour 0530 - 0630, the tide increased in height only by 1½ feet over its low 
water value, and the diminution in average beach width, calculated from the charts, was not more than 100 feet. In the 
succeeding hour 0630 - 0730 the tide rose to 6½ feet above the low water mark and average beach width decreased 
from 300 yards to 150 yards.
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
No. of equivilent MGs identiﬁed 65 103 21½* 45 35½*
No. of casualties 300 3000 413 805 630
Casualties per MG 4.6 29.1 19.2 17.9 17.7
Weight of drenching ﬁre in pounds per 
square yard of equivilent 25-pounder
0.26 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.11
* Some posts contained “2-3” MGs; these have been counted as 2½.
If we plot weight of drenching ﬁre against casualties per equivalent MG, the points representing the three British Areas 
lie close together while the points for the American Areas are far removed from them in different directions. Nothing 
useful can therefore be deduced without making further assumptions.
 
We assume further that the drenching ﬁre on OMAHA, which was of much the same weight as on the British Areas, 
reduced the enemy effort in the same proportion as on the British Areas. This being so we should expect, average 
casualties per equivalent MG in the beach defences to be the same on OMAHA as on the British Areas, provided other 
conditions prevailing on both areas were approximately the same. In point of fact casualties on OMAHA per equivalent 
MG are not more than 1.5 times those on the British Areas (“not more than” because the MG equivalent of rockets has 
been left out of the reckoning).
This is rather remarkable agreement, and although casualties per equivalent MG may actually be somewhat greater, on 
OMAHA than on the British beaches the difference may be attributed to the natural strength of the defensive position 
on OMAHA and to other factors which will be discussed later. It is worth noting that had conditions on OMAHA and the 
British Areas been identical, except for the existing difference in numbers of defensive weapons, there would still have 
been as many casualties on OMAHA as on all the British Areas together.
If on UTAH we assume that conditions, apart from the increased drenching ﬁre, were much the same as on the British 
Areas, which appears to be a justiﬁable assumption, then the fact that casualties per equivalent MG differed from the 
British Areas by a factor of 4 can be related to an increase in ﬁre support by a factor of 3.
7. Beach Obstacles
 
Details of obstacles on OMAHA and UTAH are :-
UTAH OMAHA
Ramps 12 450
Stakes 2400 2000
Hedgehogs 1350 1050
Tetrahedra 150 0
Elements 0 200
Total 3912 3700
A comparison of average number and average weight of obstacles along the beaches is given below :-
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
No. of obstacles per yard 0.41 0.49 0.43 0.47 0.30
Average weight of obstacles per 
yard (lbs)
250 401 394 340 217
It appears that the maximum linear density and weight per yard of obstacles are found at OMAHA, but the values are 
closely approached in density by JUNO and in weight by GOLD.
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Obstacle clearance on UTAH and GOLD Assault Areas appears to have gone forward fairly smoothly. On JUNO Area, 
owing to postponement of H-Hour by 30 minutes, the tide was already well up among the beach obstacles when the 
demolition and removal parties landed and no effective clearance began until the tide began to recede. Despite this, 
landing craft threaded their way through the obstacles as best they could and deposited personnel and equipment on 
the beach. There were many casualties to craft on mined beach obstacles, but the assault, though undoubtedly delayed 
by the obstacles, was not prevented. There were casualties to personnel in mined craft, but the general experience 
appeared to be that while two or three men nearest the incident became casualties the others in the craft were uninjured, 
except for a few unfortunate cases where the craft foundered, and most of the occupants were drowned.
From the point of view of density, the obstacles on OMAHA must have had about the same delaying value as those 
on JUNO and if experience at OMAHA runs parallel to that at JUNO it is unlikely that mined obstacles alone would 
account for a large number of casualties, although delay in removing obstacles would cause landing craft casualties 
and hence congestion and confusion in the approaches to the beach. These conditions might be a contributing factor 
to the casualties caused if the beach was under heavy ﬁre.
“Due to enemy action, unloading of personnel and equipment on D-day was behind schedule. Beach obstacles were 
not removed as rapidly as anticipated and all beaches remained under mortar and artillery ﬁre throughout the day.” 
– G-4, 1st US Infantry Division.
The point is made in the paper “Fire Support in the American Assault Area,” (FSSL Sub-Committee C.R. 3187/44), that 
the time on OMAHA beach between ﬁrst landings and the water reaching the ﬁrst row of obstacles was not adequate 
to allow of sufﬁcient obstacles clearance for a successful assault.
Investigation of chart-maps of OMAHA beaches shows that low tide on the morning of June 6th was at 0530 hours, an 
hour before the assault started. During the hour 0530 - 0630, the tide increased in height only by 1½ feet over its low 
water value, and the diminution in average beach width, calculated from the charts, was not more than 100 feet. In the 
succeeding hour 0630 - 0730 the tide rose to 6½ feet above the low water mark and average beach width decreased 
from 300 yards to 150 yards.
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
No. of equivilent MGs identiﬁed 65 103 21½* 45 35½*
No. of casualties 300 3000 413 805 630
Casualties per MG 4.6 29.1 19.2 17.9 17.7
Weight of drenching ﬁre in pounds per 
square yard of equivilent 25-pounder
0.26 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.11
* Some posts contained “2-3” MGs; these have been counted as 2½.
If we plot weight of drenching ﬁre against casualties per equivalent MG, the points representing the three British Areas 
lie close together while the points for the American Areas are far removed from them in different directions. Nothing 
useful can therefore be deduced without making further assumptions.
 
We assume further that the drenching ﬁre on OMAHA, which was of much the same weight as on the British Areas, 
reduced the enemy effort in the same proportion as on the British Areas. This being so we should expect, average 
casualties per equivalent MG in the beach defences to be the same on OMAHA as on the British Areas, provided other 
conditions prevailing on both areas were approximately the same. In point of fact casualties on OMAHA per equivalent 
MG are not more than 1.5 times those on the British Areas (“not more than” because the MG equivalent of rockets has 
been left out of the reckoning).
This is rather remarkable agreement, and although casualties per equivalent MG may actually be somewhat greater, on 
OMAHA than on the British beaches the difference may be attributed to the natural strength of the defensive position 
on OMAHA and to other factors which will be discussed later. It is worth noting that had conditions on OMAHA and the 
British Areas been identical, except for the existing difference in numbers of defensive weapons, there would still have 
been as many casualties on OMAHA as on all the British Areas together.
If on UTAH we assume that conditions, apart from the increased drenching ﬁre, were much the same as on the British 
Areas, which appears to be a justiﬁable assumption, then the fact that casualties per equivalent MG differed from the 
British Areas by a factor of 4 can be related to an increase in ﬁre support by a factor of 3.
7. Beach Obstacles
 
Details of obstacles on OMAHA and UTAH are :-
UTAH OMAHA
Ramps 12 450
Stakes 2400 2000
Hedgehogs 1350 1050
Tetrahedra 150 0
Elements 0 200
Total 3912 3700
A comparison of average number and average weight of obstacles along the beaches is given below :-
Area UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
No. of obstacles per yard 0.41 0.49 0.43 0.47 0.30
Average weight of obstacles per 
yard (lbs)
250 401 394 340 217
It appears that the maximum linear density and weight per yard of obstacles are found at OMAHA, but the values are 
closely approached in density by JUNO and in weight by GOLD.
German beach obstacles in Normandy.
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On the British beaches low water was half an hour or less later than on OMAHA and at 0630 the tide started to come 
in fast, the heights above low water mark at BERNIERES being:
Time Height (feet)
0630 1½
0730 7
0830 13
The attack on OMAHA started an hour before the attack on the British beaches; obstacle clearance teams on OMAHA 
therefore had between ½ and 1 hour’s advantage of work at low water over their opposite numbers on the British 
beaches.
 
While an extra hour on OMAHA would undoubtedly have been of use for clearing obstacles its value had to be balanced 
against the possibility of jeopardising the attack on other Sectors. If the attack had begun two hours before the British 
attacks, which could not start earlier than 0730, in order to allow the rocks off JUNO to be covered with a sufﬁcient 
depth of water to bear landing craft, there was grave risk of the defences facing forces GOLD, JUNO and SWORD 
being alert and ready before the attacks there began. Actually, landings on JUNO did not commence until about 0800 
hours, owing to the postponement of H-hour there, and were nevertheless successful, but this could not have been 
foreseen prior to the event.
8. Use of Duplex-Drive (DD) tanks
On the British Areas, particularly on JUNO and SWORD, DD tanks proved of the greatest assistance to the infantry in 
overcoming the beach defences. This experience was repeated at UTAH, where the DDs supported the infantry with 
marked success. At OMAHA the DDs are described as being an utter failure. Out of 29 tanks of one Battalion launched 
at OMAHA, 27 foundered owing to heavy seas. The other Battalion landed 24 tanks from LCT on to the beach between 
H-20 and H-hour.
Numbers of tanks landed on the British Areas at about H-hour were :-
GOLD JUNO SWORD
96 88 47
These ﬁgures include Flails, which being equipped with a 75 mm gun, were as effective as DDs in engaging beach 
defences, but do not include AVsRE. There were no Flails or AVsRE on the American beaches.
A report by Commander, 79th British Armoured Division on Operation OVERLORD makes the point :-
“It is noteworthy that by far the heaviest casualties and least progress took place on OMAHA beach. Here DD tanks 
were unable to reach the shore, and they had no Flails or AVRE. Great strength of tanks was landed later but not 
to the forefront and inevitably by driblets. General Gerow told me that he lost 79 tanks on this beach. Tanks were, 
therefore, landed in numbers, but not in the forefront, not in mass, and not of the specialised kinds developed by us 
for this assault.”
The comparative failure of DDs on OMAHA was probably due primarily to the bad weather and not to any unsuitability, 
from the point of view of ﬁre power and tactical employment, for the role which it was intended they should play on the 
beaches. Experience on JUNO showed that they could exert a decisive inﬂuence on ﬁghting on the beaches.
Conditions at OMAHA resemble in some respects those at DIEPPE during the Canadian raid of August 19, 1942. In 
both cases troops on the beach were enﬁladed by ﬁre from strong natural positions, and in both cases there were few 
tanks available to support the infantry in the early stages of the assault.
 
9. Defending Troops
The defending division along the British beaches was 716th Infantry Division. There can be no doubt that 716th Infantry 
Division was a low category formation. It has been pointed out by C-in-C, 21 Army Group (21 A. Gp./100/482/Ops. B of 
27 August 44) that the normal form of defence of a coast line is to put second quality troops on the coast with a better 
class held in reserve. This was done in the UK in 1940/41. There is no evidence that the infantry divisions on the coast 
or 21st Panzer Division in reserve behind them were below normal for their respective tasks. Prisoners from the ﬁxed 
coastal defences were of high category and only some of the troops in the ﬁeld batteries were of low grade. Against 
this it must be mentioned that the infantry regiments were diluted with foreigners, probably about 20 percent of the 
men in all except specialist (MG and A Tk) units being Poles and other unwilling elements, whereas our own coasts 
in 1940/41 were defended by our own people and by volunteers from the dominions. Even on June 23, 1944, when 
better quality reserve divisions had been in action, 11 percent of the total of 14,800 prisoners of war were known to be 
foreigners, and this may well have been an underestimate (21 A Gp. Intelligence Summary No. 137). The presence and 
weakening effect of these foreigners is conﬁrmed by 3rd British Infantry Division Intelligence Summary No.1 (7 June 
1944), which says, “Non-Germans in both the Coast and Pz. Div., and there is a considerable proportion take an early 
opportunity of giving up the ﬁght.”
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On the British beaches low water was half an hour or less later than on OMAHA and at 0630 the tide started to come 
in fast, the heights above low water mark at BERNIERES being:
Time Height (feet)
0630 1½
0730 7
0830 13
The attack on OMAHA started an hour before the attack on the British beaches; obstacle clearance teams on OMAHA 
therefore had between ½ and 1 hour’s advantage of work at low water over their opposite numbers on the British 
beaches.
 
While an extra hour on OMAHA would undoubtedly have been of use for clearing obstacles its value had to be balanced 
against the possibility of jeopardising the attack on other Sectors. If the attack had begun two hours before the British 
attacks, which could not start earlier than 0730, in order to allow the rocks off JUNO to be covered with a sufﬁcient 
depth of water to bear landing craft, there was grave risk of the defences facing forces GOLD, JUNO and SWORD 
being alert and ready before the attacks there began. Actually, landings on JUNO did not commence until about 0800 
hours, owing to the postponement of H-hour there, and were nevertheless successful, but this could not have been 
foreseen prior to the event.
8. Use of Duplex-Drive (DD) tanks
On the British Areas, particularly on JUNO and SWORD, DD tanks proved of the greatest assistance to the infantry in 
overcoming the beach defences. This experience was repeated at UTAH, where the DDs supported the infantry with 
marked success. At OMAHA the DDs are described as being an utter failure. Out of 29 tanks of one Battalion launched 
at OMAHA, 27 foundered owing to heavy seas. The other Battalion landed 24 tanks from LCT on to the beach between 
H-20 and H-hour.
Numbers of tanks landed on the British Areas at about H-hour were :-
GOLD JUNO SWORD
96 88 47
These ﬁgures include Flails, which being equipped with a 75 mm gun, were as effective as DDs in engaging beach 
defences, but do not include AVsRE. There were no Flails or AVsRE on the American beaches.
A report by Commander, 79th British Armoured Division on Operation OVERLORD makes the point :-
“It is noteworthy that by far the heaviest casualties and least progress took place on OMAHA beach. Here DD tanks 
were unable to reach the shore, and they had no Flails or AVRE. Great strength of tanks was landed later but not 
to the forefront and inevitably by driblets. General Gerow told me that he lost 79 tanks on this beach. Tanks were, 
therefore, landed in numbers, but not in the forefront, not in mass, and not of the specialised kinds developed by us 
for this assault.”
The comparative failure of DDs on OMAHA was probably due primarily to the bad weather and not to any unsuitability, 
from the point of view of ﬁre power and tactical employment, for the role which it was intended they should play on the 
beaches. Experience on JUNO showed that they could exert a decisive inﬂuence on ﬁghting on the beaches.
Conditions at OMAHA resemble in some respects those at DIEPPE during the Canadian raid of August 19, 1942. In 
both cases troops on the beach were enﬁladed by ﬁre from strong natural positions, and in both cases there were few 
tanks available to support the infantry in the early stages of the assault.
 
9. Defending Troops
The defending division along the British beaches was 716th Infantry Division. There can be no doubt that 716th Infantry 
Division was a low category formation. It has been pointed out by C-in-C, 21 Army Group (21 A. Gp./100/482/Ops. B of 
27 August 44) that the normal form of defence of a coast line is to put second quality troops on the coast with a better 
class held in reserve. This was done in the UK in 1940/41. There is no evidence that the infantry divisions on the coast 
or 21st Panzer Division in reserve behind them were below normal for their respective tasks. Prisoners from the ﬁxed 
coastal defences were of high category and only some of the troops in the ﬁeld batteries were of low grade. Against 
this it must be mentioned that the infantry regiments were diluted with foreigners, probably about 20 percent of the 
men in all except specialist (MG and A Tk) units being Poles and other unwilling elements, whereas our own coasts 
in 1940/41 were defended by our own people and by volunteers from the dominions. Even on June 23, 1944, when 
better quality reserve divisions had been in action, 11 percent of the total of 14,800 prisoners of war were known to be 
foreigners, and this may well have been an underestimate (21 A Gp. Intelligence Summary No. 137). The presence and 
weakening effect of these foreigners is conﬁrmed by 3rd British Infantry Division Intelligence Summary No.1 (7 June 
1944), which says, “Non-Germans in both the Coast and Pz. Div., and there is a considerable proportion take an early 
opportunity of giving up the ﬁght.”
Specialized armour played an important role on some beaches, particularly Juno and Sword, 
but had less of an impact on Omaha. Here, a Sherman tank and an armoured bulldozer land 
on Juno Beach at Courseulles-sur-Mer on the afternoon of D-Day.
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The division defending the UTAH beaches was 709th Infantry Division and appears to have been closely akin to 716th 
Infantry Division in constitution. 21 A. Gp. Intelligence Summary No. 132 states “716, 711 and 709 were expected to 
be indifferent and full of foreigners, and so they have proved.”
With regard to the defenders in the OMAHA Area, there is no explicit information available, and the following story has 
been pieced together by using information from several sources :-
There was a coastal garrison in OMAHA, belonging probably to 716th or 709th Division. This was backed by 352nd 
Infantry Division (Martian Report No.97, Appendix IV). 352nd Division had been trained in counterattack, not in positional 
defence and was stationed some distance inland. British Military Intelligence records show that this division contained 
Russians and Poles, and its morale was not regarded as of the highest. It was composed of three infantry regiments, 
as compared with two each in 716th and 709th Divisions.
A few days before June 6th, 352nd Division moved into the OMAHA Area on a training exercise and deployed with 
regiments abreast (Colonel Paul W. Thompson, Infantry Journal, June 1945). This statement is supported by reports that 
units of 914th and 916th Grenadier Regiments of 352nd Infantry Division were identiﬁed on OMAHA beaches on June 
7th (SHAEF Intelligence Digest No. 1), and that 915th Grenadier Regiment of 352nd Infantry Division was identiﬁed at 
TREVIERES, about four miles inland from the OMAHA beaches (SHAEF Digest No.2).
To the best of our knowledge, therefore, the defenders at OMAHA were three regiments of 352nd Infantry Division plus 
the normal (probably numerically weak) coastal garrison.
 
Summary
Comparing the British and American landings and landing Areas in Normandy, the following points emerge:-
(a) The terrain on UTAH resembled that on the British Areas. OMAHA area had cliffs and steep ascents along the 
beaches which provided a much stronger natural defence than the other Areas had. 
 
(b) The numbers of “equivalent MGs” (see para. 5) per 1000 yards of beach were
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German prisoners captured by the Canadians at Bernières-sur-Mer on D-Day.
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The division defending the UTAH beaches was 709th Infantry Division and appears to have been closely akin to 716th 
Infantry Division in constitution. 21 A. Gp. Intelligence Summary No. 132 states “716, 711 and 709 were expected to 
be indifferent and full of foreigners, and so they have proved.”
With regard to the defenders in the OMAHA Area, there is no explicit information available, and the following story has 
been pieced together by using information from several sources :-
There was a coastal garrison in OMAHA, belonging probably to 716th or 709th Division. This was backed by 352nd 
Infantry Division (Martian Report No.97, Appendix IV). 352nd Division had been trained in counterattack, not in positional 
defence and was stationed some distance inland. British Military Intelligence records show that this division contained 
Russians and Poles, and its morale was not regarded as of the highest. It was composed of three infantry regiments, 
as compared with two each in 716th and 709th Divisions.
A few days before June 6th, 352nd Division moved into the OMAHA Area on a training exercise and deployed with 
regiments abreast (Colonel Paul W. Thompson, Infantry Journal, June 1945). This statement is supported by reports that 
units of 914th and 916th Grenadier Regiments of 352nd Infantry Division were identiﬁed on OMAHA beaches on June 
7th (SHAEF Intelligence Digest No. 1), and that 915th Grenadier Regiment of 352nd Infantry Division was identiﬁed at 
TREVIERES, about four miles inland from the OMAHA beaches (SHAEF Digest No.2).
To the best of our knowledge, therefore, the defenders at OMAHA were three regiments of 352nd Infantry Division plus 
the normal (probably numerically weak) coastal garrison.
 
Summary
Comparing the British and American landings and landing Areas in Normandy, the following points emerge:-
(a) The terrain on UTAH resembled that on the British Areas. OMAHA area had cliffs and steep ascents along the 
beaches which provided a much stronger natural defence than the other Areas had. 
 
(b) The numbers of “equivalent MGs” (see para. 5) per 1000 yards of beach were
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The German gun battery at Longues-sur-Mer. Allied bombs saturated the defences on 
D-Day as shown here. The aerial bombing, combined with naval gunﬁre, prevented this 
battery from causing any serious damage to the assault forces on D-Day.
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UTAH thus falls between the weakest and strongest British Areas. OMAHA is apparently less strongly defended than 
SWORD, but it should be remembered that OMAHA was also equipped with rockets, which have not been counted above, 
and its natural defence allowed weapons to be concentrated in the most favourable tactical positions for defence.
(c) Both UTAH and OMAHA had a greater number of defensive weapons than the British Areas. This was due to the 
greater length of the American Areas, but also, in the case of OMAHA, to a greater density of weapons than elsewhere, 
except possibly on SWORD.
(d) From the point of view of number and weight of beach obstacles per unit length of beach, OMAHA was not signiﬁcantly 
more strongly defended than the strongest British Areas.
(e) Owing to the H-Hour on the American Areas being an hour earlier than on the British Areas, American obstacle 
clearance teams had about half an hour’s advantage over their British counterparts of work at relatively low water.
(f) The defending troops were 716th Infantry Division on the British Beaches, 352nd Infantry Division on OMAHA and 
709th Infantry Division on UTAH. All three divisions contained non-German personnel and were rated about the same 
in morale. 352nd had three Infantry regiments compared with two each in 716th and 709th.
(g) The weights of beach drenching ﬁre put down on the Areas, in pounds of equivalent 25-pounder per square yard 
were:
UTAH OMAHA GOLD JUNO SWORD
0.26 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.11 (Upper Limit)
OMAHA received about the same density as the British Areas. UTAH received a high density owing to the success 
there of the Air effort, which failed elsewhere.
(h) Casualties per equivalent machine gun on OMAHA beaches were the same as on the British beaches within a 
factor of 1.5. This is, per se, remarkably good agreement, but any small discrepancy can be explained by two factors 
unique to OMAHA :-
  (i) The very strong natural defences 
  (ii) The failure of DD tanks to swim ashore in adequate numbers.
(i) Casualties per equivalent machine gun on UTAH were about a quarter of the value for the British Areas. This may be 
related to the density of beach drenching ﬁre on UTAH which was 2 to 3 times the value of that on the British Areas.
 
  Prepared by I. Evans 14th August 1945 
  for A.O.R.S.10 Colonel Superintendent, AORG
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